
Jund Primer

Introduction

Jund is a midrange/control deck which tries to play a long game and win the game through card
advantage and the use of efficient, powerful cards. Jund does this using a combination of different
card groups. First off we have discard spells such as Inquisition of Kozilek and Thoughtseize, ideally
you play them on turn one and start dismantling your opponents’ plan. Next up we have a package
of removal in order to deal with creatures, cards like Lightning Bolt and Terminate should come to
mind here. Furthermore we play the most efficient creatures within these colors, Tarmogoyf is the
posterboy for Jund but Dark Confidant and Scavenging Ooze are great as well. Lastly we play a
few planeswalkers for board presence and continued pressure, usually this is just Liliana of the Veil.
But other planeswalkers have also been played throughout the history of Jund, think of Chandra,
Pyromaster and the new Liliana, the Last Hope.

Before we start diving in further you should keep in mind that Jund is a 75-card deck, since we do
not play a linear strategy but rather a more reactive game plan we can optimize our deck to have a
solid 60-card maindeck and a versatile and powerful sideboard.

Why should(’nt) you play Jund?

You should play Jund if you like playing ’fair’ magic and interacting with your opponent, if you like
playing long, drawn-out games in which you slowly piece together a victory. Jund is very versatile
and has a huge card pool to choose your cards from. If you can predict the metagame correctly
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you can always customize Jund in order to have as many as possible favorable matchups, especially
after sideboarding. There are not a lot of very favorable matchups and not a lot of very unfavorable
matchups either, in almost every matchup you stand a fighting chance. If this all appeals to you I
recommend trying out Jund!

It’s not all upside however, Jund does not have good card selection like blue midrange/control decks.
Since we play a few different categories of cards, you can draw too many of the same category in
a specific matchup and there’s nothing you can do about it. Think of drawing Terminates against
Ad Nauseum or drawing Thoughtseizes against Burn. This also ties into the next point, with Jund
there is no nut draw, most keepable hands just have some lands and some spells. Another downside
to Jund is that its manabase can be really unstable/painful. You need double black for Liliana of
the Veil, also double red for Anger Of The Gods and a lot of green for Scavenging Ooze or Kitchen
Finks.

Jund’s core

As stated before, there are a few core groups and I will discuss some of the common cards we see in
these groups.

Creatures (10-14 cards)

The first and best creature in the deck is Tarmogoyf hands down, a cheap threat which is often 3/4
at the start of the game and can grow to 5/6 or larger depending on the matchup. I can not imagine
a scenario where you would play less than four Tarmogoyfs in Jund. If you start the game out with
a discard spell on turn one and a Tarmogoyf on turn two this is almost always a good start.

Next up we have Bob himself, Dark Confidant. A powerful card which is one of the main ways to
generate card advantage, even though this is a very powerful cards and you will usually play four of
these, there are metagames imaginable in which you would play less since it is very bad when you
are behind on the battlefield and your opponent is aggressive.

The last staple in our list of powerful two drops it is Scavenging Ooze, if left unchecked this creature
can turn a game on its own. It gains life, smashes for a lot of damage and also plays the role of
a maindeck graveyard hate card. It is very good against cards like Snapcaster Mage and persisting
creatures such as Kitchen Finks. The downside is that this is not the best creature on turn two,
often it will take some time before you can spend mana to grow the Ooze and they’re not great in
multiples, often Jund decks just play two or three.

Since Eldrith Moon’s release people have experimented with playing Grim Flayer. This usually com-
bines with a package of different card types in order to fuel delirium. Artifacts such as Mishra’s
Bauble and enchantments such as Seal of Fire and Courser of Kruphix are often seen in these slots.
Grim Flayer provides card selection if it is able to connect with the opponent and is a 4/4 trampler
for two mana later in the game. One of the downsides is that in the early turns, if your opponent
just plays a couple of creatures, this can often not connect and is just a 2/2 which is a disaster.
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Sometimes other creatures will also be played depending on the metagame or the players’ preference.
Grim Lavamancer is an excellent way to deal with smaller creature repeatedly and since you fill up
your graveyard fast with fetchlands and cheap spells you can usually support him. Kitchen Finks
also sees some maindeck (but often sideboard) play, this is a good value creature which is excellent
against aggressive decks, but also against decks which try to use one for one removal in order to deal
with creatures. Lastly usually a few more expensive and powerful creatures are played in order to
finish the game but these sometimes also fill an extra role, one of the examples is Kalitas, Traitor of
Ghet. When left unchecked he combines very well with removal to make a big army of zombies to
close out the game. He also provides some more graveyard hate and can gain a lot of life. Huntmaster
of the Fells is also a very good value creature which often sees play. Another option is Pia and Kiran
Nalaar, this is Jund’s Lingering Souls and being able to shoot the Thopters on creatures can be really
relevant as well. Lastly there is Tasigur, the Golden Fang, while it has a high mana cost it is usually
cast for a single black mana and can really provide some tempo by letting you cast multiple spells
in a single turn. It is however dangerous to play Tasigur and Dark Confidant in the same deck.

Discard Spells (5-7 cards)

The most powerful discard spell we play is Thoughtseize, it deals with everything (except for lands)
at the cost of two life. It is incredibly versatile and this is one of the main ways to beat combo decks
and break up synergies in decks that have them. Although Thoughtseize is very powerful the cost of
two life is a big one and therefore people often play 2-3 Thoughtseizes.

Since the life loss of Thoughtseize is a real disadvantage we can not afford to play too many of them,
so we also play a few copies (2-4) of Inquisition of Kozilek. Since modern is such a fast format, cheap
cards are very important and most decks tend to play a lot of them. This is why the downside isn’t
as great as it might look at first, against aggressive decks usually Thoughtseizes get boarded out
while Inquisitions might still be fine.

Removal (10-12 cards)

We start off with one of the defining cards of the deck, Lightning Bolt. One of the most efficient
cards ever printed so of course we play four of them. Lightning Bolt kills most of the important
creatures in modern just for one mana, it can kill or finish off planeswalkers as well as players, which
is relevant in matchups where your opponent might not play creatures at all.

Next we have Terminate, it just kills any creature for two mana. While it still is efficient, it is not
very versatile. In some matchups this is the worst card in your deck but you’ll be happy running two
copies of this.

Even though Abrupt Decay only destroys cheap permanents it is very desirable to have maindeck ways
to deal with artifacts/enchantments/planeswalkers. Depending on the metagame usually around two
to three copies will be played.

The clunkiest removal spell which is played is Maelstrom Pulse, as a three mana sorcery is it not the
most efficient way to deal with permanents but the fact that it answers everything and sometimes is
a two (or more) for one is a huge upside. It is also a nice way to deal with a bunch of tokens.
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Even though there are times in which you choose the modes of your opponent discarding a card
and getting a creature back, Kolaghan’s Command is mostly a removal spell with a built in two for
one. This card has been compared to Electrolyze but Kolaghan’s Command is a lot more versatile.
Usually one or two of these are played maindeck and they are in sideboards as well since they’re very
good in a lot of matchups.
Other options include cards like Dismember, Seal of Fire/Tarfire and Slaughter Pact. Dismember
is versatile in mana cost but since other removal spells are cheaper and do not cost life this is not
played as much. Seal of Fire and Slaughter Pact combine well with Kalitas and with Liliana of the
Veil. Seal of Fire and Tarfire are commonly seen in decklists which run Grim Flayer in order to fuel
Delirium.

Planeswalkers (3-5)

One of the defining cards of Jund is of course the planeswalker Liliana of the Veil, one of the most
powerful planeswalkers ever printed. She does everything you want, she kills creatures, pressures the
hand of opposing combo/control decks and can end games the ultimate. Since Jund is built with
a lot of different answers, it is often beneficial to make both players discard since you can discard
removal spells which might be bad in the matchup or discard excess lands.

Other options of planeswalkers are Liliana, the Last Hope and Chandra Pyromaster. In matchups
where Liliana, the Last Hope is able to kill creatures she is incredibly strong as she goes up in loyalty
in stead of down, furthermore you can create a ton of card advantage while buying back creatures.
Chandra Pyromaster provides a steady stream of card advantage but she is not able to protect herself
really well. Both of these planeswalkers can also be take up a sideboard slot.

Lands (24-25)

Since we have some hefty mana requirements we want a lot of each of our sources, since the manabase
will differ per expected metagame I will break it down in the types of lands and why we play them.
First up we have fetchlands (Verdant Catacombs, Bloodstained Mire, Wooded Foothills), since every
one of these fetchlands gets any shockland they’re basically trilands at the cost of some life. Further-
more they can fetch up basics against Blood Moon or when we do not want to take damage. Verdant
Catacombs is the best of these since it fetches both basics and therefore this is the fetch you do not
want to use if you have a different fetchland and you’re getting a shockland. Since the fetchlands
are so powerful, we usually run eight to ten of these. These go hand in hand with four shocklands
(usually two Overgrown Tombs, one Blood Crypt and one Stomping Ground) and three basic land
(usually two Swamps and one Forest).

Then we have one of the best lands in our deck, namely Blackcleave Cliffs. On turn one of the game
this is a dual land which casts Lightning Bolt or a discard spell without making us lose life, easy
four-of! Another great land is Raging Ravine, this not only fixes our mana but is also a great way
to finish games. Since we want to play long games, paying four mana to activate this is usually not
a problem and it can close out games quickly. One thing to look out for is that in order to activate
it you need both red and green mana from lands other than the Raging Ravine itself. You can play
three to four Raging Ravines, coming into play tapped is a real drawback.

Lastly we have flex lands, often people will play one or two filterlands. This is almost always Twilight
Mire. It is great for casting Liliana of the Veil and getting more green mana for Scavenging Ooze. If
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your decklist has hefty red mana requirements by playing a lot of double red cards such as Anger of
the Gods you can also consider running Fire-Lit Thicket. Another choice is land destruction such as
Tectonic Edge and Ghost Quarter. If you do want to run, for example two Ghost Quarters I would
recommend playing at least 25 lands since our mana requirements are tough. There is also the option
of playing Treetop Village, this usually replaces Raging Ravine since you can not afford to run more
tapped lands. An upside of this is that it is cheap to activate and is for example great in the mirror.
This way you can attack a Liliana of the Veil in the early turns if she minussed to kill a creature.
Do note however that Treetop Village is not very good at casting cards like Liliana of the Veil and
Terminate.

Sideboard options

Since Jund’s sideboard will vary a lot depending on the expected metagame I will not provide a
definite sideboard but rather an overview of the most played sideboard cards in different categories
(some cards will fall in multiple categories since they can be versatile)

Artifact destruction

If you expect to play against Affinity, you definitely need a couple of cards from this category, but
artifact destruction is good against other decks like Tron and Infect as well. Our go to card here is
Ancient Grudge. This is the most literal form of a two for one and it is very cheap, a staple in Jund
sideboards. Another, more powerful card is Shatterstorm. This is of course great against Affinity,
but does little against Infect and Tron. Furthermore Rakdos Charm is a crossover between Artifact
destruction and graveyard hate. Then there is also Kolaghan’s Command which also doubles as a
very good value card.

Hand disruption

Cards from this category are usually brought in against combo decks and blue based control decks.
Against these decks Duress is most likely the best sideboard card. Collective Brutality is a new and
very versatile card. This doubles as removal and can even gain you some life, this is the go-to card
to beat Burn.

Life gain

We all know that just gaining life at the use of a card is not very good, but it is when you are playing
against Burn. Kitchen Finks is a great life gain card since it is also a threat which is hard to remove
and has some decent stats (do note that you need double green for it, so shocking to get green and
then playing this does not exactly gain life at the first trigger). Another great threat + lifegain card
is Obstinate Baloth, it is very good against creature decks and an unsuspecting Liliana of the Veil.
If you play a lot of four (or greater) power creatures such as Tarmogoyf, Grim Flayer and Tasigur,
even a card like Feed the Clan becomes an option. Against Burn this is an easy three for one, just
beware that it doesn’t get Skullcracked.

Graveyard hate

In order to beat graveyard based combo or value decks such as Living End, Dredge and Abzan
Company we need cards which can interact with the graveyard. Since we also need the graveyard
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itself for Tarmogoyf and less so for Scavenging Ooze we do not want to play cards which exile both
graveyards such as Relic of Progenitus. Furthermore, since our deck is geared towards the long game
it is desirable to play cards which impact the graveyard for the duration of the game and not just for
a short period of time. One exception might be Nihil Spellbomb, even though it is only temporary,
it does replace itself. Cards like Jund Charm and Rakdos Charm just exile the graveyard once but
they also have applications for other matchups so they are still viable options. Leyline of the Void
deals with the opponents’ graveyard for the whole game but you really need it in your opening hand
so if you want to play these I would recommend playing at least three to have it consistently show
up. Another great thing about Leyline of the Void is that it is not easily dealt with, it can not be
Thoughtseized out of your hand and it can not be destroyed by cards such as Abrupt Decay and
Engineered Explosives (most of the time). Another cheap option is Grafdigger’s Cage, while this does
not exile cards from the graveyard it does shut a lot of it down. Note that this does not work against
Living End since the creatures from the graveyard become exiled before returning to the battlefield.
The Cage is also great against Collected Company and Chord of Calling, so it is especially excellent
against Abzan Company and even has a use against Elves.

Sweepers

Although Jund wants to play against creatures, some decks just generate multiple creatures per card
(think of cards like Master of Waves and Bitterblossom) or clog up the board very fast (think of decks
like Elves and Zoo). There we have to be able to deal with a lot of creatures for a single card. The
most efficient way to deal with a lot of creatures is Anger of the Gods, although it is double red it is
critical that it deals three damage. Cards like Pyroclasm and Kozilek’s Return also see some play but
these do not kill creatures such as Wild Nacatl and Kird Ape. Furthermore exiling the creatures can
be very relevant against cards like Kitchen Finks making Anger of the Gods especially good against
Abzan Company and Dredge. Our catchall sweeper is Damnation, this is also great against creature
decks which clog up the board but it can also be great in the mirror. Just being able to two for one
the opponent is huge in these matchups and a single Damnation can really swing the game back in
your favor. Finally we have Golgari Charm, although this may not be seen as a true sweeper, the
main reason to play this card is for its -1/-1 ability. The fact that it also kills enchantments makes
it just a bit stronger. This card is great against decks like Affinity and Infect where the Inkmoth
Nexus is one of your biggest enemies. But this card is even better against BW Tokens, being able
to sweep a bunch of tokens or destroy Bitterblossom or an Intangible Virtue makes this perhaps the
best card in your deck against them. Since giving -1/-1 is very impactful against numerous decks we
can also play Night of Souls’ Betrayal. This card will win you the game against Infect on its own
and is great against Affinity, BW Tokens and Abzan Company.

Land destruction

Jund has no problem dealing with most card types through discard spells and removal, this leaves one
card type left behind, lands. Some decks (Tron, Amulet Titan, Scapeshift) do very powerful things
with their lands only and if we want to beat them we need ways to destroy them. As it turns out,
land destruction also comes into play against decks like Infect and Affinity, once again the culprit
here is Inkmoth Nexus. Since it doubles as a creature, our best option here is Fulminator Mage.
Not often do you want to keep it in play and attack with it but it is a nice option to have. The big
exception to this are control decks with Celestial Colonnade, sometimes when you are on the play
you can gain a big tempo swing by destroying a Colonnade (destroying a non-Colonnade land in
these matchups is often a mistake) but since it is very expensive for them to activate their Colonnade
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you can often attack a couple of times with the Mage. A hugely impactful way to destroy lands is
Crumble to Dust, this is however a bit slow against Affinity and Infect, it is also very dangerous to
tap out against Infect at the middle stage of the game unless they do not have an Infect creature
out. But Crumble is very good against Celestial Colonnade and Valakut, the Molten Pinnacle.

Specific threats

This section of cards is aimed towards threats which play a specific role in certain matchups, this can
range from gaining life to destroying creatures. First off there are value/lifegain creatures, think of
Kitchen Finks, Obsinate Baloth, Huntmaster of the Fells and Thragtusk. Olivia Voldaren also gains
value over time by pinging/taking creatures, having a huge flying threat in the mirror is great as
well. Thrun, the Last Troll is a very strong sideboard cards against most control decks, being able to
dodge counterspells and removal is very strong. It can even be brought in against combo decks if you
have excess cards to take out. Pia and Kiran Nalaar is an excellent value card which really clogs up
the board and provides flying blockers against Affinity/Infect. Grim Lavamancer provides continued
card advantage against decks with smaller creatures. Tireless Tracker can provide a steady stream
of cards although it is very fragile and mana intensive, but just playing the Tracker then playing a
fetchland a getting a land while generating two clues is nothing to scoff at.

Value cards

This section is for noncreature spells which provide value in order to win games against slower decks
through card advantage. One of the most straightforward ways to gain value is by drawing cards, a
prime example is Painful Truths. Drawing three cards for just three mana is very powerful and in
matchups (such as the mirror and Jeskai Control) where you sideboard this in losing the three life is
not as important. Kolaghan’s Command is a card we have seen before but it also fits in here, making
your opponent discard a card and getting back a creature is a nice way to gain card advantage.
Planeswalkers are also a good way to gain value every turn, Chandra, Pyromaster is able to ”draw” a
card every turn while even having some offensive pressure. She is vulnerable to creatures however so
you can also play Outpost Siege, this does not need protection but is not able to kill small creatures.
Another great planeswalker is Liliana, the Last Hope. Being able to kill small creatures or keep
buying back threats is an easy way to gain card advantage. If you manage to ultimate her it should
be very hard to lose.

Sample decklists

I will give two examples of decklists I played, by no means are these the decklists you should follow.
These are just to give an indication in what ways Jund can be built.

Jund for PPTQ Dronten 2015 (4-2 in swiss, won top 8)

Maindeck:

4 Blackcleave Cliffs

1 Blood Crypt

2 Bloodstained Mire

1 Forest
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2 Ghost Quarter

2 Overgrown Tomb

2 Raging Ravine

1 Stomping Ground

2 Swamp

1 Treetop Village

1 Twilight Mire

4 Verdant Catacombs

2 Wooded Foothills

3 Inquisition of Kozilek

4 Liliana of the Veil

3 Thoughtseize

4 Lightning Bolt

3 Abrupt Decay

3 Terminate

1 Maelstrom Pulse

2 Kolaghan’s Command

2 Huntmaster of the Fells

1 Pia and Kiran Nalaar

3 Scavenging Ooze

4 Tarmogoyf

2 Tasigur, the Golden Fang

Sideboard:

2 Grafdigger’s Cage

1 Duress

1 Deglamer

1 Golgari Charm

1 Ancient Grudge

2 Anger of the Gods

3 Fulminator Mage

2 Olivia Voldaren

2 Thragtusk

Jund for GP Lille 2016 (8-6 drop)

Maindeck:

4 Blackcleave Cliffs

4 Verdant Catacombs

3 Bloodstained Mire

2 Wooded Foothills

2 Overgrown Tomb

1 Stomping Ground

1 Blood Crypt
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3 Raging Ravine

1 Twilight Mire

2 Swamp

1 Forest

4 Tarmogoyf

3 Scavenging Ooze

2 Kitchen Finks

2 Kalitas, Traitor of Ghet

2 Tasigur, the Golden Fang

4 Lightning Bolt

2 Terminate

2 Abrupt Decay

1 Dreadbore

2 Kolaghan’s Command

1 Maelstrom Pulse

3 Thoughtseize

3 Inquisition of Kozilek

4 Liliana of the Veil

1 Liliana, The Last Hope

Sideboard:

1 Damnation

3 Leyline of the Void

1 Painful Truths

1 Kolaghan’s Command

1 Kitchen Finks

2 Thrun, the Last Troll

2 Anger of the Gods

1 Golgari Charm

1 Night of Souls’ Betrayal

2 Ancient Grudge

As you might notice I did not play Dark Confidant in both of these events, I used to think it was not
possible to play Jund without Dark Confidant. Then I saw Marcio Carvalho top 8 GP Copenhagen
2015 with a Jund deck which did not have any Dark Confidants in them. Just for experimental
reasons I decided to try out a similar list and I really liked it. It might not be the best going forward
to exclude Dark Confidant but it really had some upsides. Playing Kitchen Finks in stead of Dark
Confidant made the first game against aggressive decks a lot more bearable. You are also able to run
more expensive spells like Tasigur and some expensive sideboard cards without hurting yourself too
much. If you are just starting out Jund, I recommend just playing a playset of Dark Confidants and
adjust once you are more experienced and would like to try out not playing them.
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General Playing Tips

In this section I will include some general playing tips regardless of what deck you are facing. In the
future I might write a series of articles explaining matchups in detail. For now, I will include things
to keep in mind when playing Jund.

• If you have a Tarmogoyf in play, especially in the first turns of the game, consider playing a
discard spell or activating Liliana of the Veil before attacking with the Tarmogoyf. Often it
will grow as a result of a discard.

• If you have multiple fetchlands, use Verdant Catacombs as the last one since this is able to
fetch not only all the shocklands, but also the forest or swamp you might want.

• For your mana requirements, it is very important to have access to two black mana on turn
three for Liliana of the Veil. After that it is important to get a lot of green mana for Scavenging
Ooze, furthermore if you have a Raging Ravine, don’t forget to get another land which can
produce red to activate this.

• In general, swamp is your best basic land since this casts Abrupt Decay, Terminate and Liliana
of the Veil. If you have a forest in play early you might take a lot of damage off shocklands in
the next turns.

• If you play delve spells and you have a Tarmogoyf in play, try to keep it as large by keeping
card types in your graveyard which your opponent does not have.

• Don’t be the one who’s Tarmogoyf becomes Lightning Bolted.

• If you use Kolaghan’s Command to destroy a Spellskite and deal two damage to another target,
your opponent has the option of redirecting the two damage mode of Kolaghan’s Command to
the Spellskite.

• If you have a Kalitas in play and you play Anger of the Gods, your opponent gets the choice
which replacement effect will affect their creatures.

• If you have a Dark Confidant and a Scavenging Ooze in play and you are at a low life total,
consider exiling creatures with the Ooze in response to the Confidant’s trigger.

• If you are playing against an unknown deck game one, it is often correct to cast a discard spell
on turn one even if your next land comes into play tapped (like a Raging Ravine).

• If your opponent has no cards in hand on your turn you can use Kolaghan’s Command in your
opponents’ draw step to make them discard a card, this way, they can only use their card if its
an instant.

• In long, drawn out games it can be correct to tick up Liliana of the Veil to seven before using
her ultimate. In these games a Liliana ultimate tends not to win the game on the spot very
often.

• You can activate Raging Ravine multiple times, if you do, you get a +1/+1 counter for each
time you activated the Ravine when it attacks.
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Conclusion

I hope this article has given you an indication of how Jund works and what the most common options
are for cards in your maindeck and sideboard. If you like being rewarded for coming prepared and
knowing how each matchup should be played, Jund might be the deck for you. If I get some good
feedback and I’m up for writing some more I will consider writing a series of articles explaining
matchups in modern from the perspective of Jund.
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